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Peace Theology and Volunteerism

O

n Remembrance Day the Trail Blazers watched a fine documentary called
The Last Objectors, the reflections of conscientious objectors from the
early ’40s. This title can have a double meaning. Since the men who
refused to go into military service during WWII are now aging and several, like
Dave Schroeder, have passed on, this documentary may be the last official
testimony they will give us. The title also suggests that this kind of witness to the
peace position may not repeat itself. If this means that there will never again be a
massive war that requires conscription, good for us. But if it means that our young
Mennonite men and women of today would accept military service without
question, it may be time to examine and enhance our peace teachings. Were the
CO’s of the ’40s the last objectors? I trust not.

Records show that 10,700 conscientious objectors refused to serve in the
military during WWII. About 63% were Mennonites while Doukabors, Seven Day
Adventists and others made up the rest. About 200 Mennonites registered as noncombatants serving with the Red Cross or with the ambulance services on or near
the front lines. The rest did alternative service in mental hospitals, in parks,
building roads, planting trees, etc.
The post war years, especially the ’50s and ’60s, saw many hundreds of
Mennonite young adults volunteer for programs like MCC’s PAX, Nurses and
Teachers Abroad Programs. Our church conferences also launched a variety of
volunteer programs. Was this motivated by our church’s peace position? I’m
convinced that it was.
What manifestations of our peace witness are in evidence today? Where are the
Ron Siders who call us to stand and serve with the oppressed and those suffering
from violence? Every young Mormon man and many women take it for granted
that they will do ‘missionary work’ for two years. Is volunteering still something
we encourage in our youth? Would that not be a solid witness to our peace
theology? The organizations that still rely heavily on volunteers are Christian
Peacemaker Teams, Habitat for Humanity, Mennonite Disaster Service, MCC
international voluntary service, etc. We have a low income housing and
homelessness crisis in Canada. Is that a place for a peace witness response? As
more refugees come to Canada where are the volunteers who will welcome and
integrate these people into our communities?
With our new conference structure where the local and regional churches have
more say, would this be a time to explore and re-emphasize our peace witness
locally and abroad? May God give us wisdom. 

Send
Send in your stories, reflections, Raisins, etc to Rudy Friesen or
Les Zacharias for the next issue of The Grapevine.

Editors:
Rudy Friesen (rudynruth@mymts.net)
Les Zacharias (lmzax5@gmail.com)
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Remembrance Day
by Les Zacharias
(Based on the story told by G. H. Ens in a CBC Radio interview)

The son of a southwestern Manitoba farmer had enlisted in the army and had been sent
overseas to serve in Canada's war effort. At his home a young conscientious objector had
been assigned work as a farm hand in his stead.
End of the war in 1945 made possible discharge from the military and return of the
soldier to his home. Upon notification of a date for his return invitations were extended by
his family to a host of relatives, neighbours and friends for a celebration in honour of their
son's homecoming. Also included in the invitation was the farm hand, with whom the host
family had developed a warm relationship despite differences in convictions regarding
military service.
The celebratory gathering was lively and heartfelt, with expressions of gratitude for the
young soldier's safe return and excitement at prospects for his future in the security of
home and loved ones. Questions about the soldier's war-time experiences abounded. One of
his friends asked whether he had brought home any mementoes from his term of service in
Europe. When the soldier replied that he had, in fact, brought home a few things, he was
immediately put upon to share with his friends what these were. He then produced several
small items which he explained had been taken from the body of a German soldier.
Included among these artifacts was the worn photograph of a young woman with a
handwritten inscription (regrettably in unfamiliar script) on its back. In the midst of
puzzlement over what the message on the back of the photo might signify, it occurred to
one of the guests to wonder whether the farm hand, being Mennonite, might be able to
translate the message. He was promptly called upon, put to the test and, after brief
examination, was able to reveal that the words on the back of the photo were those of a
young woman pledging her love and faithfulness to her beloved.
Silence descended at the recognition that elsewhere was heartbreak over a young
soldier who would not be returning home to those who loved him and whom he loved. 

Every Creature Singing
Focusing on Creation Care in the Peace and Justice Sunday School Class
by Megan Klassen-Wiebe

This fall, the Peace and Justice Sunday school class has been working through a Creation
care curriculum, titled Every Creature Singing: Embracing the Good News for Planet Earth.
This curriculum is produced by the Mennonite Creation Care Network. The curriculum was
written by Jennifer Halteman Schrock, and the Canadian Edition, which we are using in the
P & J Sunday school class, has been adapted to the Canadian context by Deborah Froese.
The Mennonite Creation Care Network (MCCN) is a bi-national body connected to
Mennonite Church Canada and Mennonite Church USA that encourages the Church to
recognize our connectedness to Creation and theological grounding in Creation care, and to
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work to heal the Earth of the harm in which we have been complicit. The Every Creature
Singing (ECS) curriculum was developed from a resolution that the MCCN brought forward
to Mennonite Church USA in 2013 that called Mennonites churches “to commit to growing
in their dedication to care for God’s creation as an essential part of the good news of Jesus
Christ.” The resolution proposed twelve study questions which ECS follows. These twelve
questions have become twelve sessions, divided into three units:
Unit 1: Biblical and Theological Roots
Session 1 - Don’t Be Afraid
Session 2 - Jesus and Creation: In Search of a Whole Gospel
Session 3 - Biblical Views of Nature
Session 4 - The Human Calling
Unit 2: Pursuing Peace and Justice
Session 5 - Environmental Disasters, Ancient and Modern
Session 6 - Slow Violence and the Gospel of Peace
Session 7 - Hearing from the Global Community
Session 8 - Claiming Our Citizenship
Unit 3: Choosing a Sustainable Lifestyle
Session 9 - Rethinking the Market Economy
Session 10 - Simple Abundance
Session 11 - Creating Communities of Accountability
Session 12 - A Spirituality that Sustains
Each of the twelve sessions begins with a reflection that invites us to look at a biblical
text through a set of ecological lenses. These ecological lenses encourage us to notice the
non-human elements of the text and include Creation in our idea of community, consider
what the context of the text is and how our context may affect how we hear the text, and
explore how we see God at work in Creation. Each reflection is followed by discussion
questions, which have been guiding the P & J class in our discussions each week. These
discussion questions include questions that invite us to learn more about our local
ecosystem. Each session is concluded with a set of suggested spiritual practices, to help us
to focus our spiritual lives on Creation and God’s love for it, and a set of suggested
household practices, to give us ideas for practices and hands on tasks that help us to care
for Creation in our daily lives.
As we work with this curriculum, we have been focusing primarily on the reflections
provided and the biblical texts suggested for each session. Our discussions are thoughtful;
sometimes presenting us with more questions than answers, and are beginning to open up
our ideas about Creation care. This discussion is a good starting point and there is much
more that we could explore with this curriculum as we seek to become more ecologically
literate about our own local community and begin to work together to act faithfully to
address the harms we have caused to our co-Creation, both human and non-human alike.
The ECS curriculum is available for free as a downloadable resource from Common
Word: https://www.commonword.ca/ResourceView/52/19101 . 
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Why the Carbon Tax is a Bad Idea
by Terry Dick

Manitoba, under guidance from the Federal government, has recently advised that it will
be introducing a carbon tax of $25.00 per ton. This will increase the price of a litre if
gasoline by 5.5 cents and cost taxpayers in Manitoba about $250,000 per year.
So far we have not heard what if anything the government plans to do with this
additional tax revenue. Gas prices have varied from 89 cents per litre to $1.17 in the past
few months and I have certainly not seen any reduction of cars on the road when prices are
high versus when they are low. So if the idea of a carbon tax is to reduce the number of cars
on the road I believe this will be a total failure.
The city recently asked the provincial government for additional money for the city
transit service saying that without additional money it would have to cut service and
increase fares. A bus full of passengers leaves a far smaller carbon imprint than cars with
one passenger. So one plan would be to use the money generated from the carbon tax to
improve bus service and reduce fares but it seems that the provincial government has not
figured this out yet.
A carbon tax should be used to create incentives for people to take actions which reduce
their carbon consumption.
The carbon tax will also increase the cost of heating in homes and businesses. Manitoba
Hydro used to promote the idea of electric heating in homes and businesses but the cost of
heating using electricity (over 25 years including the initial installation of equipment) is
about twice as much as using natural gas. In order to create an incentive to switch to
electric heat the government would have to introduce a carbon tax that would double the
cost of using gas heat.
Any new tax will need to be administered by a level of bureaucracy that will create more
government jobs and take money of taxpayers’ pockets. While governments talk about this
type of tax being revenue neutral it is unlikely to be so. (The B.C. government recently
admitted that their carbon tax plan was not revenue neutral.) It will affect the poor more
than those well off because of higher food and heating prices.
The carbon tax is a bad idea. 

Thiessen Brothers Camino 2017
by Alvin Thiessen

On Monday, August 21, my brother Brian and I set out for our second attempt at doing
the Camino walk from St Jean Pied de Port to Santiago. You may remember, two years ago
Brian’s wife developed lymphoma while we were walking. Brian had only walked to Burgos
(about one third of the way) but went home to take care of his wife. Two years later, she
has recovered and the doctors have given her a clean bill of health. Now Brian felt he
needed to walk the Camino again, and he asked me to join him. We decided to start over
again in St Jean Pied de Port.
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We flew to Paris and
then took the train to
southern France, staying at
a hotel in St Jean. On the
morning of August 23, we
took a taxi up to the
Ibaneta Pass (another
traditional starting point)
and started walking from
there. Europe was
experiencing a heat wave at
the end of August, and
northern Spain was no
different. By midday,
temperatures reached 3537 Celsius and walking with a 20 pound backpack strapped to our backs made it that much
more difficult. However, we managed to make it to Pamplona in two days. That first week
was difficult but somehow we managed. After that first week, temperatures were better till
the final two weeks when it actually became too cold up in the hills. As far as rain is
concerned, we only had two days of light rain where we needed to put on our rain gear.
My shoes seemed to work out really well - I only had one very small blister on my little
toe which did not slow me down at all. However, Brian’s feet developed blisters on both
heels. Twice, we needed to get them treated in a hospital. Although I had a cold for three of
the five weeks, that did not affect my walking. Brian, on the other hand, got some kind of
“bug” and lost his appetite and was tired for the better part of two weeks. At a few points,
he took a taxi or bus forward and I walked. The longest walk I did was 32 kilometers in one
day, and the most difficult day was a 7-kilometer walk up a steep him (gaining 700 meters
in elevation).
Once again, there were many pilgrims along the way that were memorable:-A middle
aged Aussie couple; a woman
from Ottawa who is one of the
official translators in the
House of Commons; a woman
from Ireland who is a
musician in the BBC
Philharmonic orchestra; a
couple from Birds Hill; a
couple from Halifax who
always wanted a hug when
we met; a young woman from
Sweden who needed
friendship; a young man from
Germany whose father had
just left his mother.
When we reached the city
of Sarria (100 kilometers
Photos courtesy of Alvin Thiessen
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from the end), we met up with my other brother Ken who had just finished walking the
Portuguese Camino route. The three of us walked the last 100 kilometers together, and that
was special. After spending two nights in Santiago, we flew to Frankfurt Germany to visit
with my German friend there. We rented a car and together did a small tour of southern
Germany before flying home on October 9.
Things I learned from this walk: I am a strong walker, and I enjoy walking both by myself
and with others; Facebook worked well for keeping everyone at home informed; no matter
how tired and sore your body gets, it usually recovers after a good night’s sleep; and when
a family member needs help, take the time to address the injury no matter if you had other
plans.
As far as doing another walk, I may walk another route (perhaps the Portuguese
Camino) in the future, but there are no immediate plans. 

Raisins …
~ Notes from the MCC Sargent and Selkirk
Thrift Stores Annual Report:
- the stores rely on 230 volunteers to stay in
business.
- in the last 6 years the stores have donated
about $500K to the work of MCC.
- the Selkirk Store reached a gross income
high of $203K in 2012 with receipts
decreasing steadily to $144K in 2016. The
Sargent Store has seen increases in sales
every year since 2012 and are now at
$216K (2017).
- about 23% of gross income is donated to
charities, the primary one being MCC.
- Ron Dueck serves on the Board and six
others volunteer from our church.
~ Several people from our church are facing
health issues. Let us remember these persons
in our prayers: Caroline Klassen, Helen
Schellenberg, Peter Enns, Baj Permanand
and Mary Reimer. John Braun’s mother in
Ontario is also not well.

~ Anita and Dave Epp recently visited China
to visit Dave’s brother, Weldon, his partner,
Kristi, and their three children in Shanghai.
Their time was spent exploring the city of
Shanghai, with a few days enjoying the misty
mountains of Yangshuo County.

~ We recently accepted three new members
into our congregation. Anya Snider by
baptism and Alden and Lisa Jansen by
transfer. Welcome into our fellowship.
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